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TÝR
This old-timer’s back on the scene, and he’s taller than any 
reasonable person needs to be. After a couple hundred some-odd 
winters of being locked up, his mind’s mush—so let’s ask the 
serious questions: what’s his style?





Is that Bifröst in his dang EYE?

Yes. A gift from the Giants. 
Mimir has the same.

When WE give gifts we usually 

try not to replace your eyes



Hemp-ties, beads and braids help keep the 
look from being too grizzled



No mistakin’ the work on the leather 
chest-piece here. Classic Brok buckles.

That were the only new piece I 

could talk him into wearin’. Guess 

he got used to them tatters.

Like this?

I’m sure he has his reasons.
Yup.



Those tattoos ain’t the usual shade we see… shape, neither.

An exotic pigment from the far-off lands he 

liked to visit in his day.

And instead of runes they draw little 

pictures? I dunno ‘bout all that…



Uh...

Love a wide leather belt to keep everything in place. 
Also keeps me guessin’ where his torso really ends.

He sure likes his layers—blue wool tunic, red linen waist scarf, gold-
plated skirt, not to mention the hides and leathers and woven hemp 
keeping it all together.

I suspect the skirt’s a remnant of his time as the God of War.



Various baubles from his travels. Glad to 
see their stampin’ techniques ain’t any 
fancier than mine!

He ain't much for accessorizin’, so these stiff-
tempered leather straps really stand out. 
What’s the story?

Oh, you do not!
I catch him chewin’ on ‘em all the time!

Prove it!





Leather wraps over wool leggings—
that’ll keep you warm a few hundred 
winters, am I right?

For the record, we offered him shoes.

Ain’t no reasonin’ with some folks
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